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Enterprises

nce again you join us for another
issue of the web's most popular
and free RPG eZine, Wyvern.
We've updated the zine this month,

with a new look and a fresh, crisper format.
We were unhappy with the low resolution of
past issues, a problem we think we've
probably solved with this edition.

This month is a David Brin special marking
the release of second edition GURPS Uplift,
one of the best space sci-fi cross overs in
recent years (yes, even better than the
wonderful Serenity). For your entertainment
we have an exclusive interview with the
legend himself, David Brin. Plus Su Hope
returns from her excursion on the
continental shelf to bring us a review of
Uplift. Wyn steps aside this month for his
own holiday allowing us to print a
fascinating futurology discussion between
David Brin and sci-tec experts Robert L
Foward and Jonathon Vos Post. On top of all
that we have the usual articles, adventures,
floorplans and competitions. Who could ask
for more for less? - ed
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Submission GuidelinesSubmission GuidelinesSubmission Guidelines
Please send your submissions, ideas and
comments to the editor, Matty Rhea at
balrogsbane@foreverpeoplerpg.com
Please note: there is no guarantee of
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any submission deemed unsuitable.
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I've had a lot of emails asking
for more about the realisms
involved in space flight,
particularly the possibility of
near relativistic speeds and
the effects they would have on
a galactic community. As this
is a David Brin special, I
thought I'd take a holiday from
my usual pontification and
present something rather
special for all of you who
mailed.

This is a transcript of a
"Science Forum" conducted for
Science Fiction Age. In this
particular forum, David Brin is
the interviewer, so for the
most part the opinions are
those of the experts Robert L
Forward and Jonathon Vos
Post. The interview was
originally conducted at the
"Symposium on Practical
Robotic Interstellar Flight" held
at New York University and is
reproduced here with
permission.

LANDIS: How do science fiction
writers treat interstellar flight?

BRIN: Typically with warp drive, or
other technologies that are essentially
magic, that assume some physics far
beyond what we know today. I do see
encouraging signs in recent years.
Science fiction writers are starting to
use such space warps less. They
aren't going cold turkey, but they're
cutting down, like going from a three
pack a day habit to one pack a week
or so.

FORWARD: I spend most of my time
trying to figure out a new way to get
to the stars that is at least plausible,
and doesn't involve too much magic. I
try to live with the limitations of the
fact that it takes time to get up to
anywhere near the speed of light, and
time to travel between the stars, even
at nearly the speed of light. Because
that is what the human race has to
face: you can't accelerate at more
than 3 gees for long periods of time.
To get up to anywhere near the speed
of light requires traveling at one gee
for a year, or three gees for a third of
a year, or--in Timemaster, for
instance, I had my hero going at thirty
gees, in an emergency situation,
breathing liquid, and suffering for
months in order to get up to near the
speed of light. That was part of the
story; that was part of the realism.
The mechanism I used was like magic-
-it happened to be negative matter--
but I still had the problem that you
can't move people at high
accelerations, and they don't live very
long compared to the time it takes
them to travel between the stars. You
can use the difficulties of real space
flight positively in science fiction to
generate plot possibilities.

POST: There must be at least one
hundred ways to get to the stars
using physics that we already know.
There's a lot of engineering to be
worked out, but a hundred ways to

The voyage to the stars has been a
dream of science fiction writers, and
indeed of humanity, for centuries. But
the stars are distant, and the theories
of Einstein appear to forbid traveling
at speeds exceeding light. Science
fiction writers often postulate some
sort of magical future scientific
advance that will allow us to get
around Einstein's barrier, and reach
the stars in a few days. Yet some
scientists aren't willing to wait for
magic, but are planning and
engineering clever new ways to get to
the stars now, without warp drive.

SF writer, scientist and Science Fiction
Age Science Forum regular Geoffrey
A. Landis attended the recent
scientific conference "Practical
Robotic Starflight: Are We Ready?",
sponsored by the Planetary Society,
where some of the leading scientists
gathered to discuss exactly this topic.
After the third day of the conference,
he caught up with three attendees
who are both scientists and science
fiction writers: David Brin, Robert
Forward, and Jonathan Post, to
discuss for Science Fiction Age the
possibility of interstellar travel
without magic. Three-time Hugo
winning writer David Brin is also a
physicist; among his scientific
publications is one of the most
complete studies of the Fermi
paradox in the Quarterly Journal of
the Royal Astronautical Society. Space
scientist Jonathan Vos Post was the
mission planning engineer on the
Voyager Uranus Interstellar Mission,
responsible for planning the Miranda
fly-by and other items. Dr. Robert
Forward is equally prominent in both
science fiction, where he is known for
combining rigorous scientific
backgrounds with free-wheeling
speculation, and in the field of
astronautics, where as a senior
scientist for Hughes Laboratories, he
led studies of advanced propulsion
for future space missions.

WYN F DAWKINS
wyntersong@foreverpeoplerpg.com

Using modern science fiction and science
reality trends to create believable settings
for your eBook or sci-fi RPG campaign.



BRIN: Still, those are only fun speculations for now.
Einstein's main lesson is that the speed of light is a
tough traffic cop. It does not allow us, in a story, to
have the heroine kiss her sweetheart, go off and
save the universe, and then come back home in
time for dinner. On the other hand, there are many
phenomena of relativity that make great story
images. If you can approach the speed of light, you
begin to experience some of the strange effects of
special relativity, such as time dilation. This is
illustrated by the well known twin paradox, where
one twin leaves the Earth, goes off at relativistic
velocity, and comes back the same day, as far as
he's concerned, but a hundred years have passed on
the Earth, and his brother's in a retirement home.

POST: Robert Heinlein wrote one of the first good
twin paradox novels, Time for the Stars. One twin
comes home to marry the grand-daughter of the
other twin.

BRIN: As you get close to the speed of light, you
don't perceive any change in your own mass, but as
far as the rest of the universe is concerned, you've
gotten a hell of a lot heavier, so it get harder and
harder to push yourself that added little bit. What
Forward had done, and Charles Sheffield did in One
Man's Universe-- was to take away one of the
problems of relativistic travel by assuming some
now-unknown energy source could power your
spaceship. They deal in different ways with the
problem of how to accelerate past three gees. These
are actually wonderfully weird aspects of nature,
and it is too bad that other authors have avoided
dealing with them for so long by being suckered
into the sweet temptation of a warp drive that lets
us treat a spaceship like an airplane.

POST: Albert Einstein played the violin; he was
clearly an artist. As a science fiction author, he had
great backgrounds, but lacked plot and character.
The bongo-playing saint of physics, my late co-
author Richard Feynman, suspected that there
might be an infinite number of natural laws to this
universe. If so, there might be an infinite number of
ways to travel to the stars.

LANDIS: What was the biggest obstacle that plans
for starflight face?

FORWARD: The difficulty of paying for it. We have
plenty of ideas for going to the stars. Antimatter
rockets aren't that far away. The other rockets, such
as fission and fusion rockets, ended up being quite
slow. If you had to, you could go that way, but it
would take you hundreds of years, it would take you
generations.

BRIN: Or send small robots

FORWARD: Yes, that's right. Which gave us another

option: if it's too costly to send a human crew, how
small can we make a spacecraft? and get it up to
speed? and still have it do something interesting
when it gets there?

Jordin Kare summarized efforts on making
spacecraft instruments smaller and smaller. He
described a series of three generations of
instruments to take pictures, basically cameras. The
camera shrunk from breadbox-sized, to something
about the size of a dental-floss canister, and finally
to the size a sugar cube. But it was stuck with this
huge barrel of a lens, which you need to take a
good picture of a planet from somewhere in the
solar system. We were stuck by the laws of optics.
We couldn't make a camera which weighed a
picogram, or a milligram--we could make the
electronics that small, but we couldn't make the
light collecting apparatus that small.

BRIN: Unless, of course, we find a way to do
something like inflatable lenses, or these smoky
solids, aerogels.

LANDIS: How much more ambitious would a star
probe be than earlier probes such as Voyager?

BRIN: Dr. Rich Terrell of JPL came up with an
allegory to show how great the distances beyond
Pluto are. He poured the contents of a salt container
onto a table, and said it would take two hundred
such containers to make a billion grains of salt.
There are five hundred billion stars in the galaxy. If
you then spread the salt out to scale, as thinly as
stars are spread out, here in the periphery of the
galaxy, the nearest salt grain to the one you held in
your hand would be seven miles away. We already
have an interstellar space probe, Voyager. It's
leaving the solar system all right, but on this scale,
it's departing at the rate that grass grows.

POST: We have four interstellar space probes right
now, Pioneer 11, Pioneer 12, Voyager 1, and
Voyager 2. And they cost hundreds of millions of
dollars each. One of the questions at this



conference is, what does it cost us to go to the
stars? The stars are our destiny, but can we pay the
bill? The largest cost I heard in the last few days was
quadrillions of dollars, enough to make every man,
woman, and child on this planet a millionaire. The
lowest cost I heard was ten million dollars for an
interstellar robotic probe, assuming of course that
we have already exploited the solar system to get
hydrogen from Jupiter and Uranium from the
asteroids. Ten million means that a 21st Century
yuppie could go to the stars. The truth is
somewhere in between. One thing that people seem
to agree on is that if we are going to use uranium or
plutonium at all, better to use it as far away from
home as possible.

Right now a lot of people are worrying about
asteroids or comets that might hit the Earth, the
way Jupiter was recently bombarded. It's a legitimate
thing that even the Congress of the United States
admits should be investigated. Arthur C. Clarke
suggested that the way to find bits of rubble in the
solar system that might smack in to us is to make a
one thousand megaton bomb, maybe even a one
million megaton bomb, go around to the far side of
the sun from Earth, and then blow up the enormous
superbomb. The sun will shield us from the
radiation, but the solar system will be bombarded
with very intense microwaves, and we will look for
the reflected microwaves, and be able to spot
anything bigger than a golf ball in the solar system.
I would just like to add to Arthur C. Clarke's
remarkable proposal that you get the same effect by
exploding several thousand smaller atomic bombs
or hydrogen bombs, and drive a spacecraft, the so-
called "Orion" spacecraft, out of the solar system at
the same time. You not only save the Earth from
collision, and get rid of old bombs, but you also get
someone, or something, out to the stars.

FORWARD: Actually, it's not a bad idea, because the
one interstellar vehicle that we could have built
twenty years ago was the atomic-bomb-powered
Orion vehicle.

BRIN: I have heard that there are enough warheads
in the arsenals of the United States and the former
Soviet Union that, if we beat them all into
plowshares and used them all for Orion ships, that
we could send a mass equivalent to the United
States Navy to Mars.

LANDIS: What are some of the other possibilities for
ways that we might get to the stars with real
technology that we know today?

BRIN: All sorts of possibilities have been discussed.
At the opposite end of the spectrum from the image
of a fiery antimatter rocket, was the idea of sending
a little "Starwisp" spacecraft streaking out of the
solar system. This was originally Bob Forward's

notion; a broad, very light sail that takes a focused
microwave beam to drive this little one-ounce
spacecraft. The microwave beam sends it hurtling
across the starscape.

FORWARD: One of the newest ideas is one that
Dana Andrews, Bob Zubrin, and Geoffrey Landis
have proposed, particle-beam propulsion. The basic
idea is to have a particle beam generator, stuck to
an asteroid (because you can't use it on the Earth,
the atmosphere gets in the way, and once it gets
firing it has a lot of recoil, so you have to put it on
something heavy). So you take an asteroid and you
build your particle beam generator, and you beam
both positive particles and negative particles out
into space--

BRIN: You make your vehicle a hoop.

FORWARD: Right, a hoop. And you put current
through it to make a strong magnetic field, and
when the charged particles come they hit the
magnetic field, and they give the magnetic field a
push, and it gives the wire a push, and the wire
gives the spacecraft a push, and so that's the way
you get up to speed.

BRIN: This is a variant on the idea of sending a
microwave beam--Forward's Starwisp--or of hitting a
solar sail with a laser.

FORWARD: Beamed power propulsion.

BRIN: What all three of these ideas have in common
is that you can send a ship out that doesn't have to
carry its own energy, doesn't have to carry its own
fuel. Because the biggest problem in approaching
the speed of light is that you not only have to
accelerate your own ship, but you have to accelerate
the fuel that you're going to use for later
acceleration. So people have been swinging over to
this idea that the best way to reach the stars is to
have a home base shoot power out to you, whether
by particle beams, lasers, or microwaves.

FORWARD: I think that, after years of study, it's now
very obvious that, if you want to go to the stars,
don't use rockets. You have to use something else.
Beamed power is one way.

The beauty about this engine is that, unlike some of
the ideas I've had where you push it with lasers or
microwaves, is that when you enter the target solar
system, you can use it as a drag brake against the
solar wind to slow down and come to a stop,
without doing anything fancy except re-energizing
the magnetic loop.

POST: In fact, any kind of interstellar craft can use a
magnetic sail to brake. So we're talking about
hybrids, good ideas that combine two other good



Berry, and what is their first message back to Earthlings?
'Send more Chuck Berry.'

In fact, if Voyager ever does someday end up in some
intelligent species' museum that species will be us. Because
any time in the next ten thousand years, the world closest
to Voyager will be ours. And we keep getting faster and
faster, so, as Dr. Forward pointed out, in any given
generation, the next generation will be able to go to the
stars faster. The question is, why launch now, when the
next technology will speed past anything we send now? Will
it ever make sense to launch?

Then, the next generation thought about using nuclear
rockets, the Orion motor that beat into plowshares nuclear
bombs. Then there was some talk of making a pulse-
propulsion rocket from inertial confinement fusion, where
little hydrogen pellets would be squashed by laser beams
into imploding and giving fusion power. There was some
discussion of using antimatter, which Dr. Forward has been
a leader at learning how to obtain and prepare. Most
recently the consensus appears to be moving toward the
three technologies that Bob just summarized: laser-pushed
lightsails, microwave-pushed lightsails, and the more
recent, wonderfully elegant particle-beam pushed magnetic
sail.

POST: It may be premature to give up on rockets
completely. They're a mature technology; we've been flying
them since the 11th century. The most efficient rocket is an
'autophage,' a rocket that eats itself. My paper at this
conference suggests building spaceships out of frozen
hydrogen, which is first a structural material, then a
radiation shield, and finally is used as fuel.

FORWARD: The thing that's new is that we're beginning to
push the minimum size of the spacecraft down below a ton.
And that's important too. Because before now it used to be
a ton or more, plus propellant, plus engine, and now we're
beginning to realize that we can make a payload that's at
least tens or hundreds of kilograms that can do a lot. I
think that Clementine taught us that.

POST: Or even less. I think that the ideal payload will be the
size of a bacterium. It gets to the next star system,
reproduces itself from available interplanetary dust, then
builds bigger and bigger gadgets from asteroidal material,
including planetary landers, communications gear to report
to Earth, and then makes an Interstellar Spacecraft factory
to send probes outward into the universe.

LANDIS: When does it seem likely that we might be able to
send the first human interstellar probes?

FORWARD: I think that even with the new ideas that we
have about making spacecraft smaller, and making the
propulsion system more efficient, and involving less mass
and equipment in space, when we go through the numbers,
we still end up with a very expensive life-cycle cost. I think
we need more new ideas.

ideas.

The ancestor of the magnetic sail was the
interstellar ramjet of Robert Bussard. Many
people played with that concept, which
uses interstellar hydrogen as freely-
available fuel, but the scoop to collect the
hydrogen seems to produce more drag
than thrust. James Stephens of JPL tried to
patent the magsail first, under the name
'loopsat.' When I worked for Dana Andrews
on Boeing's 1981 survey of advanced
propulsion, I tried to hybridize huge
superconducting loops with ion drives,
and considered trajectories through the
Earth's magnetotail, the Jovian
magnetosphere, and the Io Flux tube. Bob
Zubrin deserves credit as father of the
magsail--he derived the essential
equations--but the idea has many
grandfathers, and clearly Bussard is the
great-grandfather.

BRIN: So, what do we have so far? We have
the original idea to leave the solar system
using chemical rockets, illustrated by
Voyager and Pioneer, with the wonderful
plaques that are supposed to tell alien
collectors where they came from. You all
know the joke: Voyager is discovered by
an alien species that recovers the record
that was sent out with Jimmy Carter's
voice on it, and Beethoven, and Chuck



BRIN: Would you say that this endeavor is
fundamentally dependent upon us becoming an
interplanetary-traveling species, so that we're
comfortable in near-Earth space, moving around the
asteroids; so that we have those technologies and
we're ready to build the lasers in space?

FORWARD: I think that what we need is a
manufacturing capability, people up in space,
building things from space resources, collecting
space energy. We're going to need a lot of energy to
do any of these jobs, even for sending small probes,
and it would be better to do it out there. That
means that we're going to have to have a full-
fledged space manufacturing capability, which we're
going to use for other things.

BRIN: Many other things, such as using space
resources to become so rich that our civilization
won't begrudge those kooks like us who want to
send little robots to the stars. In the end, our
exploratory spirit feeds from the same fundamental
vigor as liberalism, free enterprise, and
environmentalism, and that is the wealth and the
luxury of free time to dream. Only people who don't
worry about where their next meal is coming from
worry about saving the whales, about feeding poor
children, or about flying to the stars. So the long
range goal of visiting other planets is ultimately tied
up with the serious business of saving this one.

LANDIS: We've talked about how and why. The next
question is clearly, where do we go?

POST: Although the Alpha Centauri system is
closest, at 4.3 light years, some people like
Barnard's Star, 6 light years. There are three good
solar-type stars at 11 to 12 light years-- Epsilon Indi,
Tau Ceti, and 61 Cygni.

There are also much closer targets in great favor. A
few hundred to a few thousand astronomical units
is the inner edge of the Oort cloud of comets, which
would be very interesting to examine up close. And
550 Astronomical Units from the sun, a telescope
can use the gravitational lens effect of the sun. If we
have a true interstellar destination, we can send a
precursor probe in exactly the opposite direction,
and view the target through the sun's focusing of
that target's radiation. Or, there may be brown
dwarfs or black holes within a light year of the
Earth.

LANDIS: Any final comments?

POST: The final question is, why go to the stars? My
answer is, developing the technology will open the
solar system to us. My slogan is, we want the stars,
but we'll start with Mars. The rewards will be
nothing less than infinite knowledge, infinite power,
infinite wealth, and immortality.
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Lannith CompanionLannith CompanionLannith Companion
Iron Golem $3.50 pdf

On first impressions, the neat internal
artwork, maps and incidental imagery by
Carter Reid was a pleasant surprise. The
front cover, while appealing in 200px size,
lost something in translation to full A4 and I
expected poor quality from thereon in. In
terms of design, I was very much mistaken.
In terms of content? Well, I'm getting to that
bit.

Before splashing out
your shiny pennies

($3.50 from RPG Edge
at the time of print)
you should be fully
aware that this is a
'companion' pdf to
accompany the
Everstone: Blood
Legacy book. Anyone
reading the word
'Companion' would
probably latch onto
this fact by using the
logic synapses
popular in most
brains these days.

Nevertheless, it doesn't hurt to labour a
point (sometimes) so don't say I didn't warn
you.

Though none of the usual license
requirements or logos present themselves
in a timely fashion, Lannith Companion
belongs very firmly in the d20 section of
your local pdf store. Inevitably, some
knowledge of the good old Open Game
System would be advisable. Most of us carry
that scar, so choosing d20 is not such a risk
on the designer's part, though openly
flouting the license laws is rather a saucy
approach to creating 'Companion' eBooks.

Depending on your preference, if you're a
stalwart stickler for sparkling prose and
super-polished syntax for example, you
might want to catch the next ride home and
save your hard earned. Here and there the
chatty narrative slips and some of the
'speak-this-bit-aloud' adventure paragraphs

are better left unmentioned. Overall the
writing is, as should be expected, of an
average - dare I say appealingly amateurish?
- level (you'll get emails Su - ed). Where
creator Jason Moon excels is in the pre-
adventure introductions which open each
new gambol into the world of Everstone
with a shot across the cynical bows. Enjoy a
selection of endearing little tales
surrounding a group of adventurers, their
companion golem (the rock hard sort you
find guarding taverns of a saturday night,
not that ugly little spug from The Hobbit)
and a variety of inspiring circumstances,
each of which leads nicely into a mirror
scenario of the story itself. These initial
intros may or may not be based on actual
game sessions. Certainly they sometimes
read like they are, and no bad thing. At
least we know the adventures are play
tested.

NPCs are quirky and interesting. Witness
Maximus Turmal, an elderly man who
hovers around in a 'rune chair'. Or Cleaver
the already mentioned Golem whose
enormous pummelling fists are way way
worse than his bark. Names are rather juicy
too, from Kade Gunner to the fairly self-
explanatory Smash (another Golem) and the
aptly named Max "Salamander" Jack.

A vibrant town setting completes the
Companion, providing sumptuous maps,
keys and location explanations, along with
extended histories of local families,
interesting land marks (with possible plot
hooks attached methinks?) and some very
useable maps. By the time we reach the
enthusiastic close-up of The Pitt, Cinder's
alehouse and fighting arena rolled into one,
the writer has settled into a happy rythm
and we're treated to something approaching
real worth. The setting has atmosphere and
frankly, it's a fantastic place to roleplay. The
stereotypical 'male fantasy' projection of
'Cage', The Pitt's buxom proprietor was a bit
ribald, but that argument's been raging
since Boris Valejo first nibbled on the end of
his paint brush so I'll not re-stoke the
flames here. Suffice to say, don't even get
me started on the evil witch 'Black Agatha'
and her prisoner 'Sindy' (Sindy?!). Quothe



the raven: "Sindy rushes to the most
handsome character and gives him the
whole horror story." Yeah, ok.

After the joy of The Pitt, we're treated to the
den of Zen the sorcerer ("Zen's dead baby,
Zen's dead" or "it's not a motorcycle baby,
it's a 'runechair'" Course it is). The book
finishes with a return to the adventure of
the Oracle which began life in, you guessed
it, Everstone: The Legacy. This isn't a
continuation of the story (which is promised
for future releases). Instead this section
introduces Kelden Marque and his crew of
well meaning adventurers whose sky ship,
The Oracle, is very reminiscent of a certain
Final Fantasy vehicle whose name escapes
me. Parallels aside, it's a minty idea,
designed to inspire and inspire it does.
Leading protagonists are detailed in their
own info-byte cards while the ship itself is
fully keyed, with complete explanations for
each deck should a GM wish to include the
concept in their own game.

Once again we're treated to the male psyche
as Moon and Reid introduce Shandra, a Lore
Hunter Everstonian with a chest you could
eat your dinner off and more than a passing
resemblance to Angelina Jolie. "As far back
as Shandra can remember, she has always
been alone." All three of her.

Overall a commendable entrant in the
fantasy setting stakes with inspiring ideas
and beautiful artwork.

Art: 7/10 - Neat framing, great text
resolution, dynamic and sumptuous
artwork, let down greatly by the poor cover.
Writing: 5/10 - Definitely in need of an
eagle eyed proof-reader.
Content: 7/10 - Inspiring stuff, unique
angle on adventure intros and plenty to
keep Everstone fans grinning.
System Relevance - 5/10 decent use of
stats and extra character ideas but brings
nothing ground breaking to the table.
Value For Money - 8/10 - At $3.50 you
could do a great deal worse, though it's
worth bearing in mind you'll need to fork
out for Everstone: The Legacy too.
Overall: 7/10 - A worthwhile companion to
the Everstone book.

GURPS UpliftGURPS UpliftGURPS Uplift
Steve Jackson Games - Stefan Jones
RRP $17.99

If the cover art for Lannith Companion was
a little lacking, the cover art for Steve
Jackson Games' second edition GURPS Uplift
is in a league all of its own. A bad league,
by the way.

If cover art sells, expect poor sales. Luckily
content also sells, and in this respect SJ are
onto a real winner.

Uplift, for those who don't already know, is
based on a series of novels written by
science fiction writer, David Brin. As a
writer, and strictly in my opinion, Brin is not
a forerunner in the writing field. His books
explore the universe he has created a little
too intimately for my own personal tastes,
describing the rich tapestry of life and
fauna through the close-up experiences of a
few sedentary characters. It's a shame he
doesn't choose the vast expanse of his own
universal theatre as a setting for his books,
presenting the reader with more of a space
opera and less of an action thriller, because
as a futurologist and creator of settings,
Brin is a master craftsman. He excels
beyond the mainstream imaginings of his
peers and utilises his background in physics
and science to optimal effect. Thus players
of GURPS are in for a real treat with this
transitional guide from Stefan Jones in
which the Uplift universe of Brin finds a new
home in the Generic Universal Roleplaying
System of Steve Jackson Games.

I've already laboured a similar point in my
previous review, so I might as well do the
same thing here. To use GURPS Uplift as
anything other than an interesting guide to
a futuristic setting, you'll need GURPS and
GURPS Compendium I. SJ Games recommend
GURPS Space too and, of course, it might
help if you read some of Brin's fiction,
though this isn't strictly necessary. Stefan
Jones has done an excellent job in
summarising the basics and complexities
alike, relieving those readers who, like me,
liked the Uplift concept but didn't
particularly enjoy the books themselves,
from returning to the novels for reference
material. Newcomers to the Brin universe,
on the other hand, may find Stefan's
treatment of Uplift inspiring enough to
warrant a read of the novels. My review is of
the RPG, not the books - which I believe may



be a subjective read depending on taste, so
please do make up your own mind about
them.

The introduction to the Uplift universe is
particularly strong, outlining the basics of
the setting without dragging through
endless histories or timelines. A timeline is
provided, but only as a single page
reference. Thus the reader can familiarise
themselves with the setting in a matter of
minutes without ploughing their way
through incomprehensible data.

Once the introductions
are out of the way, the
GURPS regular is
treated to a set of
brand new advantages,
disadvantages and
skills. Here we return to
basic GURPS and a
system not too
dissimilar from the one
I slated in my review of
the Serenity RPG. Die-
hard d20 and ADnD
fans often lament the

advantage/disadvantage
system and I must say I
much prefer the use of

feats and skills. Bad habits tend to form in
characters as a result of continual roleplay,
sometimes as a direct result of abusing
feats and skills, or sometimes just because
the player's own traits shine through their
PC. This is no bad thing and allows
development of a three dimensional model,
rather than a preset template. I am yet to
roleplay with anyone who actively
emphasises their character's disadvantages
unless those disadvantages are cool or
make for a good laugh. Nevertheless, that's
a matter for a GURPS review, and I'm about
two decades too late on that score, so back
to the matter in hand.

Uplift focuses heavily on politics and the
'honour system' of the universe and this is
represented nicely in the new skills,
advantages and disadvantages. This also
features in the occupations section where
players will quickly learn that a workshy in
the future is a redundant spoke in a very
well oiled wheel. Humanity, you see, has
cleaned up its act. We have somehow
managed to drag ourselves from the gutter
of economic and ecological ruin to an age of

Aquarian ideal where morality, science and
eco-responsibility have moulded the dark
heart of mankind into something the galaxy
is willing to shake hands with. That said, we
still harbour a vestige of the past in our
future incarnation. Man is known as a
'wolfling' race, an independent and, many
believe, dangerous maverick of the
universe, self-reliant and responsible only
for himself. Himself and, of course, the
Uplifted 'clients' in his care, including the
very endearing Chims (Uplifted
chimpanzees) and the frankly creepy Neo-
dolphins with their walking machine-suits
and artificial limbs. Yeeurgh. Sushi anyone?

In the bestiary section, an A-Z of the Uplift
universe's various races, you'll meet both
species and many more. Highlights include
the bird-like Gubru whose mating ritual is
also its system of government; the utterly
alien and Cthonian-esque Jophur with their
bulbous conical bodies composed of hive-
mentality rings, multiple eyes and tentacles;
and the Tymbrimi with their empathic
tentacle ruffs, outlandish sense of humour
and ability to form emoting glyphs. Low
points include the idiotically named J'8lek
and Hyde which have (you guessed it) split
personalities and the aforementioned neo-
dolphins, a concept presumably inspired by
a mixture of Douglas Adams (So Long and
Thanks For All the Fish) and SeaQuest DSV
in which the 'smart' dolphin was just as
unlikely as one walking around on artificial
limbs. This aside, the aliens of Uplift are
both unique and carefully considered with
original cultures and interesting makeups.
Players will thoroughly enjoy interacting
with the lithe Tymbrimi or the thick-skulled
Thananin. Similarly the GM will enjoy
utilising the many wild and wonderful races
as original encounters. There are also a fair
number of villains to keep the average
game on its toes, though a firm knowledge
of Galactic conflict laws is recommended
before pitting race against race.

Where this incarnation truly excels is in the
Uplift section itself, detailing the rules for
Uplifting 'dumb animals' into sentient
creatures, the methods used to do so, the
politics and restrictions and, of course, the
in-game mechanics of the thing. Fans of
Brin novels will simply love this, and it's not
hard to see why. Playing god is always great
fun.



There are a few let downs (without
returning to that front cover), namely the
reference and roleplay guide sections which
make up one quarter of the book. These
could and should have been longer. At an
RRP of around £8.99 (US $17.99) buyers
deserve a little more in the way of setting,
not least some expansion beyond the
locations described in the books. That said,
the appendixes and campaign guides are
well crafted and nicely presented with hex
maps, world descriptions and star guides.

On the whole, Uplift is a welcome addition
to the GURPS range. If you're looking for
something a little more modern than
Traveller, a little more technologically savvy
and 'grown up' than Serenity and a little
deeper than standard GURPS Space, you will
enjoy Uplift. On the other hand, if you're an
ardent Uplift fan you're in for an exceptional
treat.

Art: 6/10 - Awful, awful cover art. Interior
artwork is nice, but possibly a little dated
given modern trends.
Writing: 9/10 - Stefan Jones sparkles and
converts Brin's universe with aplomb.
Content: 8.5/10 - Unique, theoretically
plausible and a great setting to play in. Not
without its faults, but there's lots of very
good stuff here.
System Relevance - 9/10 it's a GURPS title,
and you can tell. Heavy reliance on existing
rules in a different book altogether are not
always a good thing.
Value For Money - 8/10 - Not the most
expensive book out there, but could have
done with some extra bits and bobs in the
reference section, which is the place most
GMs will spend their time.
Overall: 8/10 - If you like Uplift, you'll drop
to your knees with wonder. If not, it doesn't
matter. Horribly under-illustrated and
nothing inspiring about the design, but very
high quality content saves the day.

Please note: we are happy to accept
donated submissions of small press PDF titles
or hard press books, magazines and games
for review. However, we do not guarantee
good reviews. Su rates titles based on
artwork, writing, content system relevance (if
related to a particular existing game system),
value for money and overall quality. Overall
scores are figured by averaging the scores
for each different category.
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Midwar is our regular column for players
and GMs using the Middlemist fantasy
campaign setting.

The Sacred SwordsThe Sacred SwordsThe Sacred Swords
'Eldarin Thor'Eldarin Thor'Eldarin Thorn'n'n'
By David Sharrock

The sword of Eldarin Orcsbane is the most
well known sacred blade of Mistleburg,
central nation of the Middlemist realm.

The blade, commonly known as Thorn, is a
long, double edged broadsword imbued with
the ancient magics of Naffarin and probably
rooted in the land of Urmshiem where many
such blades were forged during early
experimentations with the naming art. As
the sorcerers of Naffarin grew competent in
the dialect of the gods, so they also became
enlightened and shed the need for weapons.
Most of the swords forged by the sorcerers
were used to defend the city of Naffarin from
assaults by the fire-mages of Pyrus. During
the creation of the Darking Pass many such
artifacts were lost to looters of the ruined
keeps and citadels outside the city walls. The
very magical nature of these goodly swords
ensured they would eventually find their way
into favourable hands.

So it was that Eldarin Orcsbane, greatest
human hero of known history, found the
blade of Thorn during an expedition into the
evil lair of a dark hearted necroscrytor. And
so it was that the blade came to be used
when Eldarin answered the call of his friends
Neotroth the dragon and Tardy Baskerville
the hobbit and rescued the city of Thurm
from seige.

The blade was used to cut down the evil
demon lord Nirgal and in doing so grew even
more potent. Upon his deathbed, Eldarin
donated the sword to the city of Kynshire,
his home since birth. His body was buried in
the sacred tomb of heroes - the Black
Mountain Catacombs, and the sword placed
in Kynshire's Sencella Orin.

In the proceeding years a plot was formed by
a gathering of Bleak Revival cultists and the
body of Eldarin Orcsbane was stolen from its
tomb. The remains were to be used as
constituent ingredients in a spell designed to
draw the Seven Stalkers to one place and
allow the resummoning of Nirgal. A palladin
of Orin hunted down the cult and retrieved
Eldarin's remains at great risk to himself.

In recognition of his selflessness and
bravery, the steward of Kynshire awarded
this paladin, whose name was Gallant
Tallowcrook, the blade of Thorn.

Since then the blade has been used only
once, during an extended campaign by
Gallant Tallowcrook to clear the Trollstone
Pass of its goblin infestation.

Today Eldarin Thorn is kept in the Sencella
Orin deep in the heart of Trollstone, guarded
by Gelf Tallowcrook, son of Gallant, and the
powerful wizard Sellomass.

Seekers of the SwordSeekers of the SwordSeekers of the Sword

The cultists of the Bleak Revival, whose
numbers swell with every passing day, still
hunt for the blade of Thorn as it is now
known the sword itself would make a potent
ingredient in the concocting of a Nirgal
summoning spell.

Those who travel regularly through
Trollstone Pass believe the area is haunted
by at least two of the Seven Stalkers, both
hunting for the scent of the sword and the
power it contains.

They are unlikely to succeed in their
mindless efforts. Sellomass the wizard
guards the pass well from the forces of evil
and the Sencella itself is protected by many
unbreakable ward spells, preventing evil
doers or servants of evil from approaching
and masking the presence of Thorn from the
prying eyes of the realm's many
necroscrytors.

Recently, the safety of Thorn has become a
subject of intense debate in the halls of
power at Azellindor. The evil Prince Heralderf
has been moving his armies ever closer to
the western fringe of the Cragfire mountains
and Tessla Yeovil, elven spy based in the
small village of Farrow, has reported enemy
scouts launching random attacks on locals
along the snowy line of the Iceguard.

If Heralderf should invade the east,
Trollstone or the Wyrmsgrave Wastes would
seem the most likely route for a marching
army. As Sellomass himself has observed,
Heralderf's soldiers serve him well, but they
are not evil. Nothing will prevent them from
swarming over the Sencella and if looting
takes place, Thorn may be lost.

Middlemist is now available as a one-off Big Meg file or as a series of smaller filesize eBooks. Get the core book free
http://rpg.drivethrustuff.com/catalog/product_info.php?manufacturers_id=361&products_id=12294



This month Steve Dean presents the spell
book of Fentnef the Dark, spelunker
extraordinaire.

Candle of Gas DetectionCandle of Gas DetectionCandle of Gas Detection

This spell imbues an ordinary candle with the
ability to detect dangerous gases. The candle
flame will turn red in the presence of bad air
or poisonous gases but will not ignite
inflammable gas. The light and flame are
otherwise of ordinary heat and brightness.

The candle can be mounted in the usual way,
or carried in a lantern, without effecting it’s 
function. The spell lasts as long as the
candle, and can be stopped and re-lit as you
would a normal candle.

The spell obviously requires a candle, and a
canary feather. The spell can be pre-cast
before adventuring forth, and will keep as
long as the candle stays whole.

Breathe EasyBreathe EasyBreathe Easy

Of course it’s no good being able to detect 
the gas and then not being able to breathe,
so this little spell allows the recipient to
breathe easily even in the thickest of gas
pockets.

It can be cast on the headwear of any
individual, a hood is ideal, or failing that a
scarf or other material which is then
wrapped around the head. If the garment is
removed within the gas cloud the person will
start to choke, although the spell continues
to run upon the garment. It can be put back
on and the spell will continue if there is any
time left.

The spell lasts one turn per level of the
caster, affects one garment for every two
levels of the caster, and needs a source of
carbon as a component.

Note; I have discovered that burnt toast or
campfire ash is just as effective as anything
else is.

Fentnef’s Silent Fentnef’s Silent Fentnef’s Silent 
SpeakingSpeakingSpeaking

Often in a dungeon or cave setting, the party
will need to speak to each other without
attracting attention. Sound travels very well
along passageways and in echoing caverns,
not always a good idea.

So this spell allows the party to speak to
each other and be clearly heard but remain
silent to anyone outside the group. The
mage can enchant up to one person for each
of his levels, but they must all be within ten
feet of the mage at the time of casting. Each
party member can hear the other over
normal speaking distances. Any obstruction
or sound that would normally block the
speech does not do so. i.e. If the party were
beside a thundering waterfall or separated
by a wall they would still hear perfectly
normally.

The spell lasts one hour per level of the
caster. Any attempt at spell casting or use of
spell like abilities, Paladin war cries etc, will
automatically end the spell for that person.
Note, this is not a silence spell, and any
noise other than speech may still be heard.

The material component is a hollow tube of
some kind, a straw for instance.

Animal, Vegetable orAnimal, Vegetable orAnimal, Vegetable or
MineralMineralMineral

When cast, this spell produces a beam from
the mage’s hand that lights up different 
materials in different colours. A living
creature, for instance, will glow blue, a
vegetable will glow green and a mineral
silver. Anything not applicable to these
categories will not react. (Undead, iron
golem, vein of mithril etc.) It can thus be
used to tell natural rock formations from
disguised creatures, plants from piles of
rocks, and minerals from painted wood or
canvas etc. The spell cannot see through
materials, nor will it reveal monsters that are
actually made from minerals.

The beam is as wide as the mage’s hand, 
extends for 30 feet and is six feet high.



Dark water, ClearlyDark water, ClearlyDark water, Clearly

When coming across an underground stream
or similar body of water, it is often difficult
for the adventurers to know when danger is
present and when there is nothing to
threaten. Many a brave party have met a
sticky end whilst crossing a river where
others of a more cautious nature have
turned back and missed great rewards as a
result.

This spell allows the mage to examine
bodies of water, revealing the contents of
ponds, streams, rivers, barrels and fountains,
indeed any volume of water, no matter how
dark or muddy. When cast, the spell
produces a cube of clear water, as though
the rest of the water itself had vanished.
Anything within the water is revealed. Like a
two way mirror, the spell only works from the
perspective of the mage and those in his
presence. Any creature within the water
cannot see the vanishing effects.

A mage affects one five foot cube per level,
lasting for five minutes per level. The range
is ten feet and the component is a small
clear glass jar.

Note, the spell will not change the water’s 
physical properties in any way, nor allow free
movement or hamper the movement of the
creatures within.

Niche of SafetyNiche of SafetyNiche of Safety

One regular occurrence in a narrow corridor
is the sudden realisation that something is
coming and there is nowhere to hide. A
plague of rats, for instance, disturbed by
some distant event, a surprise torrent of
water, a floor to ceiling jelly or mould oozing
by. Many times the party will be forced to
back track, or run to safety, wasting valuable
time.

The Niche of Safety spell prevents this,
allowing the caster to make a nook or niche
in any rock wall of sufficient size, climb in
and then close it off again. The niche can be
one person sized for each level of the mage
casting it. It can be positioned anywhere on
the rock face or wall within reach of the
mage, but the caster and his companions
must obviously be able to enter it normally.

There is enough room within for a normal
sized adventurer and his equipment. Any
larger creature, or anyone carrying a pole

larger creature,
or anyone carry-
ing a pole arm or
a large chest etc,
may need two
spaces.

The niche will
last one turn per
two levels of the
caster, will
always fit into
the rock face no matter how thin, and is
sealed off as though by thick glass. This
glass can be broken by impact if it doesn’t 
save against crushing blow. The niche is gas
and liquid tight, those within will be able to
breathe normally, and will be firmly ejected
when the spell ends.

Any sighted creature will be able to see the
adventurers, but they will be undetectable to
those relying on smell.

This spell can be cast quickly when learned,
the mage simply smacks the wall firmly and
wills the niche to open.

Tap LightTap LightTap Light

A spell with many uses, please remember me
when it saves your life.

Simply, this spell is cast upon a stick or
other suitable object, and leaves a glowing
dot of light every time the stick is tapped or
struck against a surface. The dots are bright
at first, each equivalent to a normal candle,
but will fade in time. After one hour, each
dot will begin to fade to a small glowing
circle, visible from about thirty feet away.
Thereafter, the dots will fade in visibility
another foot of range per day until the dots
are gone. For example, after ten days the
dots will be visible from about twenty feet
away. After twenty nine days they will be
barely seen.

Each level of the mage gives one hundred
such taps, the stick will then be consumed.

Thus, the dots can be used to leave a trail,
draw an arrow for others to follow, leave a
message on a wall or floor, light a chamber
to read the symbols carved within it, outline
a door, mislead an enemy, and many others.

Note: the light produced has no other
magical properties, and will fade if the
surface on which it rests is rubbed or struck.



Fentnef’s Little Chasm Fentnef’s Little Chasm Fentnef’s Little Chasm 
CrosserCrosserCrosser

How often does such a simple thing as a
chasm or cliff face stop a party of adventures
in its tracks?

With this simple spell that could be a thing
of the past!

When cast, this spell produces a sturdy
plank of wood over which adventurers may
cross safely. It anchors itself firmly at either
end, and is strong enough to safely carry one
large human sized adventurer and his kit.

The length and duration of the spell are
down to the skill of the mage, with high level
casters being able to produce a veritable
bridge!

The plank is ten feet long and lasts one turn
per three levels of the caster, is eighteen
inches wide and needs three inches at either
end to support it. A mage of high enough
level can do two or more planks side by side.

The chasm to be crossed must have suitable
anchor points at either end and must be at
least level enough to walk on. The plank
produced is always straight, made of wood
and does not have handrails.

Two planks are required to allow a pony
passage, three or more for a large horse or
cart etc.

The plank can only be moved by strong
creatures, but loosening either end will
result in the bridge disappearing, as will
more than 200 pounds of weight per plank..

The bridge can be removed on a single
gesture from the caster.

This spell may also find use in crossing pits
and traps, and crossing hazardous floors etc.

The component can be anything of a suitable
shape, a playing card for instance.

Note: the caster may also imbue the bridge
with an optional ward spell which causes the
entire structure to vanish under the weight
of an enemy. The ward can apply to broad
spectrums of alignment or race, or simply to
a single person.

Rope on a RopeRope on a RopeRope on a Rope

I found this spell in a deep cavern whilst
adventuring. It is a very old spell, but still
very useful.

Basically speaking, it increases the length of
any rope it is cast upon by twenty five
percent for every level of the mage. The rope
must be whole and in good condition. Each
casting of the spell treats one continuous
length of rope or twine, up to a maximum of
two hundred and fifty feet.

Thus a fourth level mage could increase the
length of a fifty foot rope to one hundred
feet.

The rope has no other magical properties, it
has the same strength and thickness as the
original. Doubling the length also doubles
the weight etc.

The spell lasts one day per level of the
caster, returning to its original length at the
end of that time. If the rope is attached to
anything the item will be pulled or lifted. If
this is not possible the rope will break at a
random point. Both parts will then shorten
back to a total of the original length.

With a little thought, this spell has many
uses; setting off traps, pulling levers, laying
traps etc.

Steve Dean is the author of the acclaimed
fantasy novel Soul Keepers, available from
Amazon.co.uk or www.hadesgate.co.uk





This one-off adventure by David Sharrock is based on Terry Gilliam's fantasy comedy Time
Bandits and can be run as a scenario in most fantasy RPGs or with d20 specifically.

Published with permission.

Player IntroductionPlayer IntroductionPlayer Introduction

The PCs are enjoying a quite ale in their local
tavern when a small, oddly dressed dwarf with a
warty green nose approaches them and introduces
himself as Randall. He's looking for some hired
hands to help him clear a nearby cave of its orc
inhabitants. The cave - an old mine - was left to
the dwarf in his uncle's will, but he can't make use
of it until the squatters are evicted. The PCs notice
a gang of rough-shod characters lurking on a
nearby table; More dwarfs, dressed in otherworldly
attire and supping nervously from ale flagons.
Some of these dwarfs have peculiar green hands.
One or two seem to have green ears or noses as
well. When payment details are requested, Randall
looks sheepish and kicks at the floor. "Weeell.
We've got some jewels in that sack. You could
have them I suppose. But we need the job done
quick, and we need it done before sunset tonight.
Otherwise the deal's off."

GM IntroductionGM IntroductionGM Introduction

These are the time bandits, a group of rag-tag
dwarfs on the run from their master, the Supreme
Being, after stealing a time map and using it to
travel through the annals of history, time and
legend. Disgruntled with their treatment at the
hands of the ultimate paymaster, the dwarfs have
embarked on a stealing spree through time, taking
from the rich and keeping for themselves. The
sack Randall indicates is stuffed full of historic and
legendary items including Excalibur, sword of King
Arthur, the holy grail, the sword of Helen of Troy,
the crown jewels of the British monarchy, gold and
silver pilferred from a dragon's horde and some
precious gemstones stolen from the crypt of
Tutankhamun.

Excalibur - two bladed masterwork sword (700gp
in a fantasy realm, priceless where the historic
value would be recognised)
Holy Grail - artifact (equivalent, Talisman of Pure
Good, 12,000gp in a fantasy realm, priceless
where the historic value would be recognised)
Sword of Helen of Troy - one handed longsword
(15gp in a fantasy realm, priceless where the
historic value would be recognised).
Crown Jewels - (8000gp, worth a great deal more
where the historic value is recognised)
Gold & Silver - (5000gp, 8500sp, 10,000cp)
Precious Gemstones x 5 - (150gp each, worth a
great deal more where the historic value is
recognised).

Each stop the bandits have made in time has
brought them to a place where a new trinket can
be stolen. They must then move swiftly to meet
the next portal opening which will take them to
their next destination in time. The map Randall
carries in a scroll case strapped across his
shoulders pinpoints the exact locations of these
portals. The map is an adventure all in itself, and if
the PCs can steal it from the bandits, they could
go on a time and realm travelling excursion
themselves. Reading the map, however, requires a
successful Decipher Script check (DC 25).

The BanditsThe BanditsThe Bandits

If the GM wishes to set this adventure to the
timeline of the book/film, the bandits have arrived
in the realm of fantasy just before their next stop
which will take them to the bedroom of the
schoolboy Kevin and the subsequent events of
Terry Gilliam's tale. They came to this fantasy
realm to pillage the gold and silver of a dragon's
hoard and they succeeded in doing so. But as they
made their way to meet the next time-portal, they
were ambushed by orc guardians working for the
dragon. The time bandits fled, but were chased by
the orcs.

As they were about to leap through the portal, it
closed, leaving the bandits and the orcs locked in
a strange midway dimension of non-reality. As the
bandits searched for a way out they stumbled
across their pursuers. The two groups fought, and
as they did so, the twisted logic of the non-real
dimension caused their atoms to jump from one
body to the next, causing bandits to take on
orcish demeanour and vice versa.



Thankfully the map showed a back door out of the
strange dimension and the bandits were able to
retreat from the orcs and make good their escape.

Each bandit is now in possession of an orc body-
part. In most cases this is nothing more noticeable
than a hand, a foot, an arm or a leg. In Randall's
case it is his nose and another, more sensitive part
of his anatomy. Being the most forceful character
he has persuaded the other bandits that they
cannot possibly live the rest of their lives with orc
body parts and has hatched a plan. With co-bandit
Wally's help he has located another portal which
leads back into the bizarre dimension at a point
before their previous arrival. If they can get to
themselves before their previous-selves meet the
orcs, they can lead themselves to the exit before
the battle takes place. By his own twisted logic,
Randall believes this means the battle will not
happen and their beleagured bodyparts will return
to normal. He hasn't considered any of the
potential paradox his actions could trigger: two
lots of identical bandits in the same part of time
and space and the consequences of changing his
own history.

There is another glitch in the plan. According to
the Supreme Being's map, the second portal into
the bizarre dimension will appear, quite ironically,
within the caves where the orcs and their dragon
master live. The bandits have slunk off to a nearby
village to hatch a plan and recruit some mercenary
fighters who can fight the orcs and, hopefully,
work to a tight deadline. The portal will only be
open until sunset that night, at which point it will
pop out of existence and the time bandits will be
stuck with their half-orcish demeanours.

If the PCs agree to help, Randall will introduce
them to the other bandits: Fidgit, Strutter, Og,
Wally and Vermin. All the dwarfs are somewhat
chaotic, funny looking, and not to be trusted,
though each has basically good intentions, even if
most of those intentions are somehow tangled up
with the stealing of extremely valuable artifacts. If
asked about their curious green bodyparts the
bandits will shuffle their feet and look at the floor.
If pushed for an answer Randall will lie, blaming
their state on a sorcerer's curse.

Randall, the bossiest of the
group, is not the leader. The
other dwarfs are all agreed
on this and have made a
conscious decision not to
nominate any one of their
number as leader of the
gang. Randall wholeheartedly
supports this decision, just
so long as everyone agrees
to do what he says.

Randall
Male Rogue Dwarf (d20 equiv. lvl 3 chaotic hill
dwarf rogue or thief)
Height: 4' 1"
Weight: 170 lbs
Str: 9 (-1) | Dex: 17 (+3) | Con: 11 (+0)
Int: 12 (+1)| Wis: 13 (+1) | Cha: 9 (-1)
HP: 6d6 (23)| AC: 13 (+3 Dex)
Spd: 20 ft. | Init: +3 (+3 Dex)
Challenge Rating: 3
Saves: Fort +2 (+2 Base), Ref +8 (+5 Base, +3 Dex),
Will +3 (+2 Base, +1 Wis)
Attack: Melee +3 (+4 Base, -1 Str), Ranged +7 (+4
Base, +3 Dex)
Skills: Appraise +3, Balance +12, Bluff +6, Craft +3,
Diplomacy +7, Disable device +12, Hide +3,
Innuendo +8, Intimidate +8, Intuit direction +8,
Knowledge +2, Listen +1, Move silently +12,
Search +7, Sense motive +9, Spot +1 (+1 Wis)
Special: Quick draw

Fidgit
Male Rogue Dwarf (d20 equiv.
lvl 2 chaotic hill dwarf rogue
or thief)
Height: 4'
Weight: 160 lbs
Str: 9 (-1) | Dex: 13 (+1)
Con: 7 (-2) | Int: 13 (+1)
Wis: 8 (-1) | Cha: 10 (+0)
HP: 4d6-8 (10)
AC: 11 (+1 Dex)
Spd: 20 ft. Init: +1 (+1 Dex)
Challenge Rating: 1
Saves: Fort -1 (+1 Base, -2 Con),
Ref +5 (+4 Base, +1 Dex),
Will +0 (+1 Base, -1 Wis)
Attack: Melee: +2 (+3 Base,
-1 Str), Ranged: +4 (+3 Base, +1 Dex)
Skills: Appraise +3, Craft +9, Diplomacy +6,
Disable device +7, Hide +8, Intuit direction +7,
Listen +1, Move silently +1, Perform +8, Profession
+7, Read lips +8, Spot +1, Tumble +8, Use rope +7
Special: Martial weapon proficiency (handaxe)

Strutter
Male Rogue Dwarf (d20 equiv. lvl 2
chaotic hill dwarf rogue or thief)
Height: 4' 3"
Weight: 160 lbs
Str: 11 (+0)| Dex: 10 (+0) | Con: 7 (-2)
Int: 10 (+0)| Wis: 8 (-1) | Cha: 10 (+0)
HP: 4d6-8 (10) | AC: 11
Spd: 20 ft. | Init: 0
Challenge Rating: 1
Saves: Fort -1 (+1 Base, -2 Con), Ref +4
(+4 Base), Will +0 (+1 Base, -1 Wis)
Attack: Melee: +3 (+3 Base), Ranged: +3
(+3 Base)
Skills: Appraise +5, Balance +7, Craft +2,
Decipher script +6, Forgery +6, Gather
information +7, Innuendo +6, Intuit
direction +5, Knowledge (arcana) +2, Knowledge
(nature) +2, Move silently +4, Read lips +7, Sense
motive +6, Use magic device +5, Use rope +6



Og
Male Rogue Dwarf (d20 equiv. lvl 2
chaotic hill dwarf rogue or thief)
Height: 4'
Weight: 150 lbs
Str: 12 (+1)| Dex: 12 (+1) | Con: 7 (-2)
Int: 8 (-1)| Wis: 8 (-1) | Cha: 11 (+0)
HP: 4d6-8 (10) | AC: 11
Spd: 20 ft. | Init: +1

Challenge Rating: 1
Saves: Fort -1 (+1 Base, -2 Con), Ref +5 (+4 Base,
+1 Dex), Will +0 (+1 Base, -1 Wis)
Attack: Melee: +4 (+3 Base, +1 Str), Ranged: +4 (+3
Base, +1 Dex)
Skills: Alchemy +1, Appraise +8, Bluff +9, Disguise
+7, Hide +11, Listen +6, Move silently +1, Read lips
+7, Spot +3, Swim +6, Use rope +10

Wally
Male Rogue Dwarf (d20
equiv. lvl 2 chaotic hill
dwarf rogue or thief)
Height: 4'1"
Weight: 155 lbs
Str: 10 (+0) | Dex: 11
(+0) | Con: 7 (-2)
Int: 12 (+1)| Wis: 10
(+0) | Cha: 10 (+0)
HP: 4d6-8 (10) | AC: 11
Spd: 20 ft. | Init: 0
Challenge Rating: 2
Saves: Fort -1 (+1 Base,
-2 Con), Ref +4 (+4
Base), Will +1 (+1 Base)
Attack: Melee: +3 (+3
Base), Ranged: +3 (+3
Base)
Skills: Appraise +8,

Climb +8, Craft +9, Diplomacy +8, Disguise +8,
Forgery +8, Hide +4, Jump +9, Listen +2, Tumble
+9, Use magic device +1

Vermin
Male Rogue Dwarf (d20 equiv. lvl 2
chaotic hill dwarf rogue or thief)
Height: 4'2"
Weight: 165 lbs
Str: 12 (+1)| Dex: 11 (+0)
Con: 10 (+0)
Int: 8 (-1)| Wis: 10 (+0)
Cha: 10 (+0)
HP: 4d6-8 (10) | AC: 11
Spd: 20 ft. | Init: 0
Challenge Rating: 1
Saves: Fort +1 (+1 Base), Ref +4 (+4
Base), Will +1 (+1 Base)
Attack: Melee: +4 (+3 Base, +1 Str),
Ranged: +3 (+3 Base)
Skills: Decipher script +3, Disguise
+9, Hide +8, Intimidate +8, Intuit
direction +8, Listen +11 (+2
Alertness), Open lock +9,
Profession +6, Search +1, Sense
motive +9, Spot +10 (+2 Alertness),

Use magic device +7
Special: Alertness

The AdventureThe AdventureThe Adventure

Accessing the orc nest should be a simple matter
of the player characters hacking and slashing their
way inside with the limited help of the time
bandits.

The GM may wish to include an adventurous walk
to the nest via local countryside, with appropriate
wandering monsters thrown in (nothing more
dangerous than wolves).

1. The entrance to the nest is a narrow cave set
into the wall of a low cliff. There will be 1d4 orcs
loitering outside, all but one of which will hurry
back inside to alert the clan if the PCs just arrive
unannounced.

2. A murder spot where orc guards will ambush
from the two chambers on either side. The orcs
access the ambush chambers via room 3, hurrying
back from cave 4 if the guards at location 1
alerted the tribe of the invaders. Some orcs will
stay in room 3 while others will file into the
ambush rooms. They will wait until the PCs are
between the two rooms then pounce, trapping
them between two attacking forces. If the orcs at
location 1 failed to raise the alarm there will only
be two snoozing orcs in the ambush room to the
right of location 2, easily dispatched but likely to
creep up and attack from behind if not dealt with
immediately.

3. See location 2.

4. This cave houses the majority of the orcs,
including a few females and some orc young. GM
should provide as many orc foes as he/she deems



necessary. For high level characters the GM may
wish to use d20+10 male orcs. For low level
characters, 1d6+2 male orcs may suffice. Females
will run from the cave. Young orcs will attack but
are relatively easy to despatch.

5. Another cave filled with orcs, but this time the
majority are females. One or two of these carry
bows and arrows. If the PCs make for the bridge
across the chasm at location 6, the females will
move to the ledge at location 8 where they can fire
on the group as they cross the bridge.

6. An orc shaman lives here, along with four elite
orc guards. He will hide from any combat taking
place in other caves, but if the group enter his
cave, he will launch a magical attack.

7. A narrow stone bridge arches across a deep
chasm. None of the orcs will follow the group this
way, but some may fire arrows on the group from
the ledge at location 8.

8. See rooms 5 and 7.

9. An area for the group to rest and catch their
breath. None of the orcs will follow the group
across the bridge and there are no perils within
this wide cavern. A single cave leads to a
downward sloping tunnel at the rear of the
chamber.

10. This is the lair of a delver. The front entrance
will be covered over with a thin membrane of
stone no more than a few inches thick when the
group pass by. When the delver hears their
footsteps passing in the passage outside, it will
start to corrode the stone. As the last character
passes by the delver will burst out and attack.

The delver keeps its rear end within its lair and, if
defeat seems imminent, will retreat backward and
try to bash the roof of the tunnel with its head to
cause a cave-in, thus cutting off its enemy and
blocking the cave leading into its own lair. If this
happens, the PCs will have to enter the portal with
the time bandits and exit via a random point in the
bizarre dimension. The exact point of their
emergence is left to the GM's discretion, although
some examples are provided below.

The delver produces a mucuslike slime that
contains a highly corrosive substance akin to acid
and which the delver uses to dig through and melt
stone. A delver’s mere touch deals 2d6 points of 
acid damage to organic creatures or objects.
Against metallic objects, a delver’s slime deals 4d8 
points of damage, and against stone it deals 8d10
points of damage. A slam attack by a delver leaves
a patch of slime that deals 2d6 points of damage
on contact and another 2d6 points of damage in
each of the next 2 rounds. A large quantity (at
least a quart) of water or weak acid, such as
vinegar, washes off the slime. An opponent’s 
armor and clothing dissolve and become useless
immediately unless the wearer succeeds on a DC
22 Reflex save.

Weapons that strike a delver also dissolve
immediately unless the wielder succeeds on a DC
22 Reflex save. A creature attacking a delver with
natural weapons takes damage from its slime each
time an attack hits unless the creature succeeds
on a DC 22 Reflex save. These save DCs are
Constitution-based.

11. The portal to the bizarre dimension can be
found shimmering in the centre of this cavern
which is accessed by a set of steep stone steps.
The GM should note the time and if the sun has
set outside, the portal will be gone. Generous GMs
may extend the time limit. Dramatic GMs may have
the portal begin to shrink as the characters arrive.
For real drama, the delver would burst forth at the
same time. This is only really applicable if the PCs
are not keeping very good time.

Leaping into the portal takes the group to the
bizarre dimension where substance has no form
and time moves sideways. The time bandits will
see themselves entering the dimension at another
point in the distance and rush to save themselves
from the orcs. Unfortunately they will run right
into the orcs and become embroiled in the same
fight as before. When the battle is over both sets
of time bandits will be afflicted with orc bodyparts,
but also the bodyparts of each other, thus Randall
will have Og's head and Og will have Randall's
body. If the PCs get mixed up in the fight they will
also suffer body-part switches with both the two
sets of bandits and the orcs.

Smart PCs will back away from the whole mess and
seek out an alternate exit. Really smart PCs won't
leap into the portal in the first place. Though if
they choose not to they must face the delver on
the way back up the steps and out of location 11.

If the group seek an alternate exit in the bizarre
dimension they could find themselves in any of the
following places:

Kevin's bedroom, with the time bandits about to
come bursting out of the closet at any moment.

Back in the tavern. The time bandits are sitting at
a nearby table, and Randall is preparing to
introduce himself.

In an alternative campaign realm. This outcome is
ideal for GMs who would somehow like to move
their player group from an old, tired campaign to
a fresh new one. The flexibility of time and space
also allows for a switch between genres.

Back in the tavern where all this started. Here are
six sets of time bandits, all with mixed up
bodyparts and orc features, arguing heatedly with
a group of duplicate PCs.



In keeping with our David Brin sci-fi special,
Steve Dean presents a series of futuristic
plot hooks to keep your space jockeys
adventurin'

Only a MythOnly a MythOnly a Myth

The party stumble across barren wastelands
searching frantically for shelter from a coming
ash storm. A glint of metal catches their eye
against an almost buried wall. They head
toward it and discover an old steel door,
closed but not sealed. Cautiously they enter,
finding a stairwell leading up. A faded plaque
on the wall reads “Southgate Genetic 
Imagineering.” 

All seems quiet, until the party enter a large
room. A strange creature attacks them
suddenly, all scales and teeth. They finally
manage to subdue it. Examining the body
reveals a lizard like creature, with bat’s wings 
and a serpentile head, the body about six feet
long. The party are reminded of fantasy
dragons they have read about or seen
depicted in tri-dee movies.

A door opens across the room and a voice
booms out. “Murderers! You’ve killed it! Ha, 
but the next one is bigger!” The sharp-eyed
among the party see a white-coated man with
a manic expression retreating through a metal
door. The sound of locks being thrown echo
across the room…

Can’t See the WoodCan’t See the WoodCan’t See the Wood

The party are hired by a mining conglomerate
to retrieve a robot from a distant moon. They
are given co-ordinates and small ship.

When they arrive on the moon the party set
out to find the robot, having been told it was
last seen in a certain location on the light side
of the moon. The party find the mine building
and begin to search for the errant hardware.
They search the works from top to bottom, but
find only a few rogue hunter/killers, some
vacuum spiders and lots of dust.

The party return to the ship to regroup and
rest. Another search reveals nothing, as does
a thorough investigation of the rest of the
moon. Certain members of the party may
discover, given enough clues, that the robot
is actually the entire mine building.

But how are they going to get that back and
claim their reward? The robot is at least ten
times bigger than their own ship!

BBBits and Piecesits and Piecesits and Pieces

The party return to their ship after an
encounter, possibly being pursued. On
arrival, they discover their ship has a serious
engine problem and cannot take off. Upon
investigating the engine room they discover
a vital part has been removed, stripped to its
essential components and spread across the
floor of the room. A tracked robot with
myriad arms is seen making a quick get away
via an emergency exit. It clasps a vital piece
of the stripped unit in one of its claws, and is
rapidly disappearing.

Many questions are asked; how did the robot
get into the ship? Do the party have spares,
and if so does anyone know how to re-
assemble the engines? Where did the ‘bot 
come from, and where is it going to?



Robots RuleRobots RuleRobots Rule

Mequarius is advertised in the Which Tourist
Brochure of Galacti-breaks as a perfect
world. Run by computers, the whole planet is
one big happy sphere, there is no crime, no
poverty, no disease, no reality television -
everyone is apparently free to do as they will.

The party arrive on this world and cannot
quite believe their own eyes. They walk along
streets free from crime or fear, admiring the
public artwork, the well maintained and laid
out architecture, the pristine parks, the
wonderful weather and the happy, smiling
people.

An explosion rocks the ground and sends
dust and small birds into the quiet, clean air.

The party investigate, to find a small café
blown to pieces. Smouldering wreckage
strewn across the once perfect plaza is
littered with the bodies of innocent victims.
Before the group can assist, a fleet of robotic
medical flyers arrive, seal off the area with
large screens of white self-erecto and get to
work.

Being the nosey sort, the party move closer
and take a peek, just in time to see some of
the victims being loaded into hover pods. But
something seems amiss. The bodies are
being dumped into the flyers like sacks of
rubbish. And there, a glint of metal from a
scalp wound, a shiny substance poking from
a gashed leg, and not the slightest trace of
blood anywhere.

The victims, every one of them so far as the
party can tell, are androids.

AnAnAn End in SightEnd in SightEnd in Sight

After many decades of war, an end to the
fighting finally seems hopeful. Rebel forces
have driven the dictator and his cyborg
minions back to their headquarters. The
enemy is surrounded, but entrenched within
a vast mountain fortress. They probably have
enough resources to hold out indefinitely
and force shields prevent an aerial
bombardment. Only a planet buster could
hope to dislodge them. But the people are
innocent victims of this war and they will
have to live here in the aftermath of the
conflict.

Rebel spies have revealed the presence of
just such a device within the fortress, and

and in his
desperation, the
dictator is fully
prepared to use
the weapon.

An army is
massed to storm
the fortress in
one last, almost
suicidal attempt
to bring the
dictator down
and prevent him
detonating his
doomsday bomb.

Into this vast arena come our heroes, but
what can they hope to achieve against such a
force?

The group are invited to a secret meeting
and given a small but possibly vital task. The
dangers are obvious, but the rewards, if the
party succeed, may be worth the risk.

The spies, it seems, have discovered a small
chink in the outer defensive ring of the
fortress. A small chance for a unit of just a
few men to penetrate as far as one of the
auto-laser towers. If the group can gain
access and subvert the gun operating within
that tower, then use it to destroy as many of
the other nearby weapons as possible, it
would allow the main force to penetrate the
second ring and execute a surprise strike
against the main defences. This may just tip
the balance enough to ensure victory, and
the survival of the planet.

Little ProblemsLittle ProblemsLittle Problems

A simple job, the agent said, of escorting the
foreign ambassador to a meeting with his
trade rivals, there to hammer out a working
agreement. The group are told that, for
security reasons, the ambassadorial party are
going to walk the last couple of clicks. That’s 
only a short distance to the meeting place, a
few hours for the meeting, then home by tea
time. There might even be some decent food
left over from the event. Easy job.

Of course there are rumours of assassins,
there always are, nothing the party can’t 
handle. And then the ambassador arrives,
and the party find out he is twenty
centimetres tall…



And the Horse You RodeAnd the Horse You RodeAnd the Horse You Rode
In OnIn OnIn On

The press have gathered, a ring of cameras,
mounted on tripods, floating on aerial
platforms, or carried by androids. The crowd
are respectfully silent as the new mayor
gives his speech about the previous and
recently deceased mayor, and this statue
they are unveiling in his memory. The statue
depicts the man himself mounted on his
favourite horse Des. The moment arrives, the
mayor pulls the lever and the silk sheet falls
away, settling noiselessly to the ground.

The crowd are silent, the mayor puzzled, he
looks around. The plinth is empty. Where
moments before there stood a huge, solid
granite statue, now there is only air.

But everyone saw it, the huge sheet held up
by a horse and man shaped object. Where
did it go, who took it, and how?

A Great TreasureA Great TreasureA Great Treasure

In post war England, the party are
approached by a young woman, who says
she has a task for them. A great treasure lies
in an ancient vaulted chamber among the
shifting dust dunes of old London. A
hazardous trek across perilous and radio-
active desert lies between the PCs and old
London, but recovery of the treasure will be
of great significance to mankind, a rallying
banner for those who care about the future
of poor beleagured Earth. The woman says
she will pay a great deal of money for the
treasure, which must be returned to her as
soon as possible.

The party manage to find the vault and
discover within an unexploded atomic device.
It seems to be intact. But what do they do
next?

Power PointPower PointPower Point

The party are searching for rare diamond
clusters among labyrinthine rock alleyways
on a remote moon. They have chased, and
have been chased, backwards and forwards
across the face of the moon all day. They
have had firefights with node rats, evaded
incoming takeoid meteors and shot holes in
giant arachnids. And yet, at the end of the
day the party find all their lights, weapons
and equipment are still fully charged.

The party puzzle over this for a long time,
until somebody mentions, jokingly, that it
could have been caused by that holy grail of
all things; alien technology!

But if it was, where was this technology and
in what form? Can they find it again in the
honeycomb wadis of the moon? Moreover,
how can they locate it without getting
themselves killed? They frantically study the
few sketchy maps they have made, and
prepare for the next day, which promises to
be long, hard and perilous.

Sperm BankSperm BankSperm Bank

The party answer a call for mercenary guards
to accompany a crucial shipment between
worlds. When the group arrive on board the
vast space behemoth Linley, they are
astonished to learn that the freighter's six
mega-tanks contain approximately four
million litres of artificial human sperm.

The sperm is to be taken on a whistle stop
tour of the galaxy, to boost the sperm banks
of ailing colonies whose males have become
sterile as a result of atmospheric pollutants
and toxins in the exhaust of terraforming
technology.

The pressure group HAUAI, Humans Against
Unnatural and Artificial Insemination, are
rumoured to be in possession of a gunship
and the skipper of the Linley believes the
group may attempt an attack somewhere en-
route.

Sure enough, the gunship makes its
presence known just four days into the
journey. The ship cripples the Linley's
defenses and proceeds to blast away the
frieghter's shields. There is only one shuttle
pod with weapons onboard the Linley and
only the PCs know how to fly it.





An ale and a chat at the cut-throat
Black Squid Inn. This month we take
a quiet seat in the shadowy
recesses of the bar and chat with
David Brin, Nebula, Hugo and Locus
Award winner and author of the
Uplift sci-fi series.

Wyvern: GURPS Uplift has recently
been updated and re-released by
Steve Jackson Games. What made you
go for GURPS over, say, d20?

DB: Steve was a pal. Also he offered
to include some of my own stuff in
the volume. Hence, GURPS UPLIFT
contains an "alien generating" chapter
that lets you imitate evolution with
dice. One reason the supplement was
more popular than normal. Indeed,
this system has evolved over time
into the Exorarium Project:
www.exorarium.com

Wyvern: We understand you've also
worked on another project called,
Tribes http://www.sjgames.com/tribes/ with
Steve Jackson. How did you and he
come up with the idea?

DB: Anthropologist Jared Diamond
once illustrated a magazine article
about human evolution with a mini

game called Darwinopoly. The aim was to play
neolithic characters and not only survive, but bear as
many surviving children as possible, replicating
evolution. Sparked by this notion, Steve and I
grandually worked out what has to be the best "social
game" ever!

It's hard to organize, since you need several hours
and it's best with a large number of players. Ideally
four or more males and four plus females. But once
the game starts rolling, it's no end in fun, with
hunting, gathering and occasional fighting all
secondary to the main fixation... negotiating sexual
reproduction. After playing Tribes for a few hours,
you start to understand why dating and wooing are
such complex things among even modern human
beings!

Wyvern: Predicting future events is a speciality of yours
(David successfully predicted the implementation of
Wikipedia and also the New Orleans disaster) What
would your predictions be, if any, for the future of
roleplaying games, particularly with regards to the
internet?

DB: They'll only grow more realistic and vivid with time.
In fact, I have a short story in OTHERNESS that is
directly about portraying "role playing in a future
when we all have a (more realistic and plausible)
version of a holodeck in our homes. It may come
sooner than you think!

Wyvern: Have you any plans for future embarkations
into the world of roleplaying games?

DB: My novel Kiln People* is regularly examined by the
big companies for a massive game universe. Studies
are made and passionate advocates push for it. There
are some fundamental advantages. For example, it is
the only game scenario that explains perfectly how and
why the player character can get several "lives." It also
allows you to have a lawful, moral world, while
simultaneously having one that can erupt in sudden
spates of outrageously explosive (and mostly fun)
violence!

By the way, the script for the movie version, by a top
writer, is dynamite!

Wyvern: You heard it here first! I'm not aware if you
know anything of the play by email genre, David, but if
you do I'd love to hear your opinion of it.

DB: Ahg... keep new addictions away from me!

Wyvern: Uplift has a unique and intriguing take on
space travel and the subsequent linking of a galactic
community. What, in your opinion, is the most likely
form of space travel going to entail?

*Kiln People can be bought here
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0765342618?tag2=davidbrinsoff-20



Wyvern: You are probably one of the most
prolific science fiction writers in terms of
activities, including writing, speaking,
inventing and generally getting involved. If
you wanted to let our readers know about
one such project, what would it be and why?

DB: Well, first off, catch my new History
Channel show - The ArchiTechs! which
premieres Wednesday, October 11 at 11:00
PM and repeats October 12 at 3 AM &
October 14 at 11:00 AM.
http://www.history.com/shows.do?action=detail&ep
isodeId=192813
Here is what the History Channel says about
this bold new show:

"Five geniuses are challenged: innovate fire
rescue and evacuation tools for skyscraper
disasters... and do it in 48 hours! Watch a
small team of designers and visionaries form
a high-tech think tank, racing the clock to
shape bold, over-the-horizon designs for the
future. With unprecedented cooperation from
New York's regional fire departments,
episode#1 culminates in a dramatic
presentation to Former FDNY commissioner
Thomas Von Essen, one of the heroes of
9/11.... "

If ratings are good, this exciting series will
send our dynamic (and handsome) team
tackling rapid "innovation makeover"
challenges, ranging from spaceflight to eco-
power to creating "the next humvee." (We
went zooming around the desert, interview-
ing Special Forces, dissecting hummers, then
created a wholly new design, all at behest of
a four-star general.)

If folks want to get a little more serious, well,
I have an essay about avoiding the error of
cynicism. Optimists are the people who get
stuff done.
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000EOU4S0

For those interested in farther out stuff... like
the notion we all may soon become "gods"...
there's interesting perspectives on The
Singularity.
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000EOU4RQ

Above all, stay ambitious and optimistic.
remember to say this: "I am a member of a
civilization." And a cool one at that!

DB: Long, grindingly slow
and heartbreaking. If we're
lucky, some form of
suspended animation will let
us see destinations in
person. Hyperdrive seems
unlikely... which is why I use
it in fiction! Hey, real life is
depressing enough. Let's
have fun.



NEXT ISSUE

More from your favourite
Wyvern articles and writers

Science-ology

Wyn F Dawkins returns with
the next installment of his
science fiction study, this
time examining the
possibilities of mega
constructions and how they
might change the face of the
universe in your future-shock
RPG.

All New Adventure

An all new adventure
scenario from Steve Dean.

PLUS MORE FROM:

HOOKED

BLACK SQUID

BEASTLY
BEHAVIOUR

GRAVEN
GRIMOIRE

DAEMON
DISSENTER

MIDWAR

BROKEN CHEST

SMALL WORLD

BAZAAR

Plus more prizes, giveaways,
offers, treats and outstanding
articles from some of roleplay
and fiction's best writers.

Last Issue

crossword

ACROSS
1.Villagers
5. Ent
7. Gygax
8. Adept
10. Vortex
14. Pommel
17. Empty
18. Staff
19. Est
21. Iron

Crown

DOWN
1. Vorpal
2. Lee
3. Sayer
4. Blade
6. Notice
9. Exam
11. Ogress
12. Trap
13. Wyvern
15. Often
16. Mufti
20. TSR

Riddle

This was a
hard one! We
had lots of
guesses but
no right
answers. The
name you
should have
been looking
for was
Margaret Weis.
'The red planet
orbits' refers
to Mars, which
surrounds the
name. 'Waiter'
is an anagram
of the
remaining
letters not
including the
'g' which is
referred to as
Kenny's
surname, i.e.
Kenny G, the
musician.

Competitions on
this page are not
open to any
member of the
Forever People
artist, writer or
publisher
programs.

PRIZE GIVEAWAYPRIZE GIVEAWAYPRIZE GIVEAWAY

Last month's riddle was
not solved, so the
Paranoia miniatures
remain unclaimed! On top
of that we're giving you a
chance to win a copy of
GURPS Uplift at half price!
That's the second edition
GURPS Uplift book for just
£4.99!!

To win the Paranoia
miniatures - courtesy of
em4 Miniatures, which
have been hand painted to
an extraordinarily high
standard by Nick Davis,
simply identify the
following science fiction
roleplaying game:

Reveal and troll without
end then remove the
central disc to discover
the name of the game.

To get your
copy of GURPS Uplift at
the special offer price of
just £4.99 + Postage
and Packing (£2 UK or
£5 outside the UK) just
answer the following
question:

David Brin introduced
the world of Uplift in
his novel Startide
Rising. But what was
the name of the
second book in the
series?

Send your answers to
balrogsbane@foreverpeopl
erpg.com

The first correct answer
wins in both cases.

ACROSS
1. A horrible
bear starts with
limited food
(11)
5. A rat crawls
backward
through sticky
substance. (3)
6. Throw stones
at the animal's
fur. (4)
8. Sauron's bell
(4)
10. Hopes
broken on the
rocks. (6)
13. Snails with
no eyes add a
Rrrrrr! sound.
(6)
16. Floating on
top, an orc

might use this
as a term of
endearment (4)
18. A nod after
you, and
everything falls
apart. (4)
19. A fish
spelled badly
causes one to
faint. (3)
20. Reviewing
an excellent
movie about
Dungeons &
Dragons. (8/3)

Find the
answers to the
crossword and
all riddles in the
next issue of
Wyvern!

DOWN
1. Abandon hope
all ye who enter
hell! (7)
2. Sugery in the
middle of a
length (4)
3. Rubbish like
gunfire. (3)
4. Looking for
news after old
age lost the
pensioner (6)
7. ...of the Rings
(4)
9. Shorty might
score during a
d20 game (3)
11. Cosh a fool
(3)
12. Flint head
arrow favoured
by elves when
running for
cover (3/4)
14. Female
students voice
sound of
uncertainty in
the middle (6)
15. Bridging a
divide (4)
17. This one
doesn't hoot, it
shrieks- and
how! (4)
18. Nine
millimetres for
small arms (3)
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